In the reviews of Worthy Eff orts , the book is seen in relation to some of the major debates in historiography. How should ancient European society be characterized? Classical Antiquity and the medieval West: continuity or change? How important was the interaction between religious and secular worlds in medieval society? What was the role of labour in the Great Divergence? In what respects did pre-industrial Europe diff er from other parts of the world? The reviewers note gaps in our present knowledge, warn against overly structured points of view, and question some of our statements and hypotheses. They also make clear that still other views were expressed about work in medieval and early modern Europe, and that global comparisons are absolutely necessary.
We feel deeply honoured that we have elicited such inspiring comments from so many experts, and we take to heart their invitations to elaborate on certain problems, the more so since all authors emphasize the need for additional research, especially comparative research, and the main objective of Worthy Effforts is 'to encourage placing research on historical perceptions and representations of work and workers higher on the agenda'. 1 The papers cover a great many topics, and although it is tempting to address every objection and suggestion in detail we prefer to focus on general themes.
We have always regretted that historical research has become so compartmentalized. The organization of academia increasingly compels historians to become entrenched in a single period, a carefully circumscribed region, and a specifĳic problem area. Specialization leads to great depth, which often yields new insights but which hinders comparisons across time and space. We are convinced that it is refreshing to explore diffferent horizons at the risk of appearing heretics in the congregation. In Worthy Effforts we have only partially fulfĳilled our ambition to bridge space and time. While we have kept the long term in mind, we have ultimately curtailed the geographic scope in the Middle Ages and the Early Modern Period to the areas west of the river Elbe. The approach is therefore Eurocentric, with only sporadic coverage of Russia and none at all of the Balkans. In the 'concluding reflections', we present some elements for comparison with China and Japan, 2 but these are no more than suggestions intended to elicit reactions. The papers by several reviewers demonstrate that global comparisons are indeed necessary.
Closing the gap between ancient and medieval history
Classical Antiquity and the Middle Ages have long been separate worlds in historical research. Classical historians themselves are partially responsible for this. Over the course of the previous century, most of them fell under the spell of the German Historical School, Max Weber, Karl Polanyi, and especially Moses Finley: they emphasized the 'specifĳicity' of the Greco-Roman world and considered comparisons with other and later pre-industrial societies to be irrelevant. Medievalists and Early Modernists therefore were licensed to leave Antiquity out of the picture. After all, they risked wandering around a foreign country, where they were unfamiliar with the signposts and lacked the instruments to decipher them. We ventured into that foreign country shortly before 2000 CE, when the demolition of the dominant structure was accelerating: new sources were coming into use, new methods were being tested, and old paradigms were being questioned. The extensive and richly documented review by Koen Verboven fortunately reveals that the pieces we picked up could be fĳitted into the newly developing structure. The economic and social history of the ancient world, especially that of classical Rome, is rapidly being revised, but Verboven notes that many research questions remain unanswered, and that debates about important matters are ongoing.
The traditional vision of a bipolar society characterized by the eliteplebeian contrast and based on a slave economy has made way for a far more complex perspective: an empire in which members of the select few were engaged in trade and fĳinance, where social middle groups were rising, where freedmen played an important economic role, and where wage workers were fairly numerous in both the cities and the countryside. Rather than legal status, economic position often lay behind social contrasts. There was a wide variety of labour relations: chattel slavery, serf tenancy, debt-bondage, forced labour, casual work, subcontracting... 3 The ancient world of work was therefore far more variegated than has long been assumed. 4 How did this active freedmen and freeborn stated: 'We have made worthy effforts in our own way'. When we examine grave monuments of the social elite, we notice similarities not only in the conceptual and stylistic features but also in the tenor of the message. In fact, the visual strategies of Eurysaces' tomb were not fundamentally diffferent from those used by prominent Roman citizens: the wealthy baker presented himself as a 'public servant' who had served society just as well as a high-ranking soldier or civil servant.
Precisely because there was a broad social consensus that everybody had to make worthy effforts, tombs and epitaphs from top to bottom conveyed messages resonant with a highly comparable message. Consensus about the need for worthy effforts did not exclude debates and controversies, however. Time and again the question was asked: 'Who performs his duty and who does not'? This could just as easily lead to a discourse on parasitism as to the condemnation of certain activities regarded as valueless and/or as non-work. Established elites moreover gave specifĳic answers to the question: 'Which groups have to perform which tasks'? Cicero's well-known statements about trade and manual labour are to be seen in this context. Rather than interpreting them as signs of contempt for merchants and craftsmen, we view them as warnings against transgressions: members of the established elite were reminded that their social status was closely linked to the nature of their effforts. Last but not least, the crucial question is: 'Which criteria did diffferent groups apply in attributing value to their own effforts and in discrediting those of others'? There were always various voices sounding offf at the same time. We have examined this polyphony by asking heuristically: who said what, where, when and how, in what circumstances, to whom and why? In Classical Antiquity work was valued on the basis of criteria that have resurfaced continually in later periods, and that have deeply influenced defĳinitions and representations of craftsmanship and professional skills, classifĳications of knowledge, the theory-practice and mind-body problem, and interpretations of concepts such as autonomy, independence, and self-sufffĳiciency, even happiness. The spectacular expansion of archaeological studies and the use of new modes of analysis will undoubtedly reveal more about this polyphony in the near future.
We are delighted that Koen Verboven is receptive to effforts to bridge the gap between ancient and medieval history. Especially because the traditional argument invoked to justify this chronological schism, namely the rise of Christianity, does not in our view hold water. In the dominant grand narrative, it has been emphasized continually that only in the Christian world did a deep, omnipresent appreciation for work arise. No schism is discernible between Classical Antiquity and the Western Middle Ages, however, as far as the obligation to work is concerned. In both periods effforts were expected of everybody. The Church of Rome continued to use ideological constructs and physical metaphors to make this clear.
Interplay between ecclesiastical and lay worlds in medieval society
The transition from Antiquity to the Middle Ages did, however, involve major changes. In ancient Rome several types of work might be related explicitly and openly to identity, virtue, and prestige, and diffferent valorization criteria co-existed. In medieval Western Europe, the Church of Rome, on the other hand, considered only a single criterion to be relevant: were the effforts dedicated to a higher spiritual cause? Work was to be performed in the light of eternity, of spiritual salvation, and should therefore ideally be an expression of devotion. The impact of this message should not be underestimated. The Church of Rome was not only a powerful institution in terms of its growing wealth and immense political influence but remained until the rise of Protestantism in the sixteenth century the primary source of ideological positions in Western Christianity as well. This meant that economically active lay people had to defĳine and manifest themselves primarily in relation to religious discourse. They derived support from the fundamentally favourable view of the clergy toward work, but the principle that all work ultimately needed to serve a spiritual cause precluded highlighting other valorization criteria and certainly prohibited overt demonstrations of economic success, technical ingenuity, or individual occupational pride.
The Church, however, was unable to provide a straightforward answer as regards the best way to serve God. Should all members of the clergy perform work and more specifĳically manual labour? Various monastic orders adopted diffferent positions, and within a single order, the answers might vary greatly over time. 10 Ecclesiastical circles therefore abounded with polyphony as well. In a well-thought out and inspiring paper Jeroen Deploige reveals that others besides monks and theologians spoke out: 'voices from the fringes', religiously motivated voices from below. He mentions not only heretic movements -Cathars and Valdensians -but also semi-religious communities and groups of lay people, especially the Humiliati and the Beguines. He infers from scattered twelfth and early thirteenth-century sources 'that already quite early on there seem to have existed religiously motivated voices from the lower strata arguing for a new apostolic spirituality in which lay professions and a Christian life could go together perfectly well'. This is an important hypothesis. The text quoted by Deploige about a group of weavers in the bishopric of Liège around 1135 who were forced to undergo a humiliation ritual shows that economically active lay people could indeed defend themselves by emphasizing that they earned their keep through hard work and did so without committing any sins: 'Living from the work of their own hands in accordance with the righteous life of the ancient Christians and apostolic men'. These arguments, conveyed by a monk-chronicler, attest to an explicit self-awareness. But can they also be regarded as expressions of a new apostolic spirituality? Were the weavers doing anything other than taking up their duty as laboratores and situating their activities within the sins rhetoric of the Church? 11 It is in any case clear that they used socio-ideological and religious arguments offfered by the ecclesiastical authorities to position themselves as a group.
Some movements labelled as heretics by the Church gave a diffferent dimension to the religious discourses about the spiritual meaning of work. Deploige notes that both their preachers and their disciples engaged in very early forms of 'innerworldly asceticism'. Prominent contemporaries associated weavers with propagating heresy, which in the twentieth century gave rise to debates about whether weavers became heretics, or heretics became weavers. We are inclined to regard this as a non-issue. Considering the rapid growth of the urban cloth trade, the changes in the organization of work, and, last but not least, the ideals of radically apostolic people -including proclaiming the true Christian message 12 -no professional activity other than weaving offfered so many opportunities to reach so many urban producers and to set an example. At any rate, the ideal of 'labour by one's own hand' proclaimed in the margins of the religious system certainly influenced late-medieval reform movements such as the Devotio Moderna. As regards Christian ideologies of work in the Latin West, Worthy Effforts focuses mainly on the diffferent monastic rules and the views of theologians. Deploige is correct in writing that such an approach 'may inspire the assumption of a permanent and sharp diffferentiation between the medieval worlds of clergy and laity'. He notes that 'religious status in the Middle Ages was often more contingent and fluid', as is made clear by the reality of the 'mechanical clerics' and 'trading clerics.' Unfortunately, little is known about this group, but what is known justifĳies the assumption that in some thirteenth-century French towns up to one third of the male population consisted of lower clergymen, who were economically active and were able to marry. Did they deliberately take the tonsure to be exempt from taxes? 13 Because they had special tax privileges until the end of the thirteenth century, they are in our view unlikely to have helped raise the status of the occupations they practised. Lay people in the true sense of the word had every interest in universally applicable regulations, as the Ghent conflict in 1287-89 over the tax exemption for trading clerics demonstrates. If members of semi-religious groups, such as Beguines and Beghards operated as entrepreneurs and merchants, they became similarly entangled in conflicts with professional organizations and secular authorities. In this sense, they indirectly and unintentionally promoted the 'secularization of work'.
Worldwide comparisons are addressed below, but the following question from Christine Moll-Murata is relevant here: were monks and nuns ever labelled as parasites in medieval Europe, as they were in China? There were voices to that efffect, but up to the Reformation they targeted members of specifĳic orders. Mendicants were seriously taken to task by lay people as well as by other members of the clergy and were accused inter alia of transgressions, especially of performing tasks that were the exclusive purview of the secular clergy.
14 In China, on the other hand, all Buddhist monks and nuns were repeatedly stigmatized as parasites in anti-clerical discourses, because they subsisted on alms and dodged their social obligations: they did not perform feudal labour, they did not work, and they did not pay taxes. 15 In the medieval Islamic world, movements within Sufĳism that valued asceticism over work were also criticized. 16 
Missing groups of workers
Some reviewers wonder why certain occupational groups or social categories have not been addressed, noting that some of these were very numerous. Rather than dismissing this by answering that much work still lies ahead, we would like to point out that Worthy Effforts is fĳirst and foremost an attempt to trace recurring debates and polemics about work and workers in pre-industrial Europe. Agrarian, commercial, and artisanal pursuits and those practising them have since Classical Antiquity been regarded and valued in diffferent ways by members of the elite and the social middle groups, and the same held true for wage labour and wage earners from the fourteenth century onward. We have therefore focused our research on these categories. Since we are not writing a socio-economic and cultural history of work but are considering perceptions and evaluations of work, we have omitted many occupational groups that were not pivotal in the recurring debates and polemics.
Types of work that elicited repeated objections from ecclesiastical and/or secular authorities and were subject to negative sanctions should of course be considered. Jessica Dijkman therefore has a point when she draws attention to retail trade. In the chapter about Christian ideologies of work we have mentioned the late-medieval confession books and artes praedicandi , which covered all kinds of activities that might easily be a source of sinful temptation. Retail trade was a frequent scapegoat in the rhetoric of sin, as the individuals concerned here -unlike wealthy merchants 17 -did nothing other than 'buying low and selling high' and according to the Christian work ethic were therefore not entitled to profĳit. We have also mentioned retail traders in reference to regulatory and disciplinary interventions by secular authorities. In the Early Modern Period itinerant traders were especially likely to arouse suspicion; many legal texts lumped them together with vagrants. Prejudice against fĳixed-shop traders was also deeply ensconced. Based on the contexts, we infer that insinuations and accusations directed at 'merchants' in literary texts were largely directed at shopkeepers. In the eighteenth century Adam Smith attempted to refute prejudices against the retail sector by demonstrating that shopkeepers supported the distribution network and consequently benefĳited the national economy. Still, acknowledging the economic importance of the retail sector was quite diffferent from expressing appreciation for its protagonists. The commercial success of print series such as Cris de Paris shows that male and (especially) female street peddlers fascinated the middle groups but remained subject to suspicion and contempt. 18 Even the owners of shops selling luxury commodities in England were consistently targeted in satirical accounts, which depicted their main skills as cunning and deceit and mocked the diffferences between their interactions with their social superiors and those with equals. 19 The extensive, long-term study of retail traders that Dijkman advocates would be welcome, especially if it were to include comparisons with other pre-industrial societies, as the striking thirteenth-century example of the Chinese street peddler ( huolong ) raises many questions. As far as latemedieval and early modern Europe is concerned, additional research might resolve an (apparent?) paradox: how could an overwhelmingly negative image coincide with the frequently very influential position of retailers' organizations in several cities? In some centres many or even most members of the mercers' guilds were wealthy merchants, but elsewhere such corporations comprised large numbers of shopkeepers of more modest means. This was the case in Antwerp, where all shopkeepers joined the Meerse , one of the three most powerful corporations, which gave the members great standing and respect as a collective. 20 Similar reservations may be expressed regarding many other types of work that are not covered or surface only peripherally in our book. This is especially true for civil servants and for professionals, such as lawyers, whose rise and proliferation related closely to state formation. They also merit a lengthy discussion, because their activities and their increasing importance has been a cause of both positive and negative discourses, often with major political and ideological implications.
There is much discussion about the relationship between political (and social) transformations on the one hand and military changes on the other hand, but the increasing reliance among European rulers on professional, paid soldiers from the late fourteenth century is indisputable. Jan Lucassen is absolutely right in stating that this category 'cannot be missed from labour history', because it is '[one of] the oldest documented group[s] of wagereceivers'. With many occupational groups, members of the elites and the social middle groups distinguished the activity from the person performing it, sometimes assessing the work (or its result) favourably and the worker unfavourably. They did the same with respect to professional soldiers, often expressing admiration for their military prowess, their operational reliability, and their courage and valour -attributes held in great esteem by the aristocracy -although such appreciation nearly always referred to their collective effforts on the battlefĳield. Soldiers received little or no respect as individuals, unless they were sons of afffluent citizens or noblemen who were military commanders or were at least in charge of a contingent. German Landsknechte , who in the sixteenth century were renowned as professional soldiers, were labelled as vagrants by most authors in peacetime and were moreover described as paragons of debauchery and blasphemy. The usual depictions of Roman soldiers as Landsknechte on German crucifĳixion scenes in the Renaissance is by no means coincidental. 21 Did the massive presence of these 'waged men of war' in the Early Modern Period influence the negative vision of wage labour, as Lucassen suggests? We doubt this, because elites in any case regarded the performance of work in return for payment as a sign of inferiority and even unfreedom, which in their view justifĳied subjecting this category to all kinds of coercion. We also question the hypothesis that 'free' wage workers set themselves apart from professional soldiers. Considering the massive numbers of soldiers, and that having a son in the army fĳigured in the complex survival strategies of many rural families, we think it unlikely that cottagers and other semiproletarians would have regarded service in the armed forces as an inferior occupation. We are more inclined to reverse the hypothesis to argue that professional soldiers might feel superior. Indications are available that in some cases they distinguished themselves from the great masses of wage dependents. German Landsknechte described themselves in songs as 'free' men who were 'chivalrous' in battle. They had a strong sense of honour and presented themselves as 'pious' warriors, even though contemporaries emphasized that their lifestyle was far from Christian. While for the time being it cannot be determined how representative the sixteenth-century Landsknechte and their Swiss counterparts were for Europe, their examples suggest that early-modern professional soldiers did not necessarily rank at the bottom among wage earners -both as far as their standard of living is concerned, 22 and with respect to appreciation for their activities by other members of the lower social groups. Signifĳicantly, those participating in the mutinies in the Spanish Army of Flanders tended to emphasize how hard they worked and strongly emphasized their rights; moreover, in many cases they manifested a strong measure of corporative identity, collective solidarity, and internal discipline. 23 It would be interesting to compare the code of honour and the often ritualistic actions of some groups of professional soldiers with those of journeymen associations.
Lucassen had also expected that we would include slaves in medieval and early modern Europe. If we had systematically covered the areas east of the Elbe, we should have done so, but our focus was on the western part of Europe, where the presence of slaves was marginal. The studies by Charles Verlinden reveal that slaves were very few in number in thirteenth-century Western Europe. Only after the Black Death did domestic slavery increase and only in Italy and on the Iberian peninsula. Moreover, 'slave-owning did not move too far beyond the circles of wealthier households in international trading centres'. 24 The growth of the trans-Atlantic slave trade in the Early Modern Period did not bring about any fundamental change in Southern or in Northwestern Europe -the fĳigures Lucassen provides for England and France are very revealing. Of course his question remains relevant, as 'to what extent the very presence of slaves in Western Europe for such a long period […] has had an impact on the discussions as treated in Worthy Effforts '? It is indeed remarkable that wage workers sometimes argued that they difffered not only from servants but also from slaves. We do not think that this rhetoric derived from personal encounters with black Africans. In the Middle Ages and in the sixteenth century the 'slave' concept was not associated with the colour black in Western Europe: the English law of villeinage did not distinguish serfs from slaves, and in medieval interpretations of the story about Noah's curse (based on Genesis 9:20-27), Ham is depicted as the father of the serf. 25 The initiators of the notorious Vagrancy Act of 1547 in England did not have black Africans in mind, when they stipulated that able-bodied men and women who refused to work were to be offfered as slaves for two years to the employer that claimed them; runaways were to be sentenced to lifelong enslavement. 26 And as for images of slavery: in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries broad groups of the population heard from the pulpit about the large numbers of Christians turned into slaves by Barbary pirates. 27 This subject also featured extensively in popular literature. 28 Is it not likely that these stories had a greater impact than the relatively scarce presence of black Africans?
One crucial point in a study about perceptions of work is that the concepts of freedom and unfreedom were interpreted in many diffferent ways in early modern Europe (and later on). In this context, Peer Vries notes that we have omitted the many forms of coercion applied, even during the take-offf in Great Britain. He mentions not only slaves but also indentured servants and convicts, who performed forced labour in the colonies, the young men impressed into serving at sea or with the armed forces, as well as inmates in workhouses and houses of correction. This is true. Forced labour was indeed used in many contexts, and participants in the debate about the Great Divergence often overlook this reality. But we would like to clear up a misunderstanding here: we have not argued that a truly free labour market came about in England, on the contrary. In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries the English authorities abolished only the institutions that had provided some groups of wage workers with a measure of protection: craft guilds, apprenticeship clauses, settlement laws and the Old Poor Law (1834). 29 This reveals what (certain categories of) employers regarded as 'free labour'.
The early modern discourses of lawyers, political theorists, and philosophers indicate that the many diffferent manifestations of unfree work did not lead to carefully circumscribed defĳinitions and demarcations. Admittedly, from the sixteenth century onward, slavery and serfdom were distinguished from ordinary service, but freedom and unfreedom continued to be represented as matters of degree. Even though servants were not slaves but were legally free, most commentators held that elements of unfreedom were present, which justifĳied the use of coercive means. Labour laws were in efffect 'master-and-servant' laws. In the view of the authorities and the employers, there was no unambiguously free labour, not as an abstract category and certainly not in practice. Even skilled workers could therefore be regarded as servants. Overwhelming evidence is available to demonstrate that they radically rejected such characterizations, and, moreover: that well-organized journeymen interpreted the concept of slavery in their very own way. They saw it as the negation, the opposite extreme, of what characterized 'free workers': autonomy based on 'property of labour' or 'property of skill', independence guaranteed by a strong position on the shop floor, and self-sufffĳiciency, i.e. the ability to rely on the 'boxes' of their own association in emergencies.
Institutions and actors
Debates about craft guilds relate closely to perceptions of work, writes Dijkman. She therefore wonders why the relationship between the apprenticeship system and the masterpiece on the one hand and the professional identity of artisans on the other hand is not discussed in detail in the book. Two considerations apply here. First, we believe that the virtually exclusive focus on craft guilds over the past twenty years has yielded too biased an impression of work in the cities. Larger numbers of men and women were not part of the world of the guilds, because their sector was not guild-based, or because they were unable or unwilling to join such an organization. At the periphery of the guild-based world, there were often 'unfree' workers and 'false' masters accused of moonlighting and undercutting, but who were nonetheless regarded as indispensable by large entrepreneurs. 30 Some of these producers at the periphery had completed formal training, but most had not, raising the question as to whether concerns about quality were truly important in all cases. 31 At any rate, it may be assumed that there were skilled workers who developed a professional identity without being embedded in the apprentice system or producing a masterpiece. Second, the European craft guilds were complex and dynamic institutions that did not have the same features or serve the same purpose always and everywhere; formal similarities might conceal very diffferent contents. Manufacturers in export-oriented guilds had little in common with masters and journeymen serving the local market. The progression 'from apprentice to independent master' was an unattainable ideal for the majority in the corporative world; most journeymen performed wage labour throughout their lives. Some guilds were highly autonomous, others were in efffect extensions of the local authorities. And so on. Both considerations suggest that the apprentice system or masterpiece cannot be attributed a universal social or cultural signifĳicance. Moll-Murata very rightly argues in a recent article: '[A]n absolute and static view of the entire guild-landscape is difffĳicult to defend, and should be supplanted by a relative and dynamic one'. 32 This is exactly what we have aimed to do in Worthy Effforts .
Master artisans not only manufactured objects but were also producers of knowledge, as several historians of science and economic historians have recently stressed. 33 We have followed in their footsteps and have disclosed the role of master artisans in both the Scientifĳic Revolution and the Industrial Revolution. Vries asks whether we believe that such craftsmen 'were so innovative thanks to or notwithstanding the existence of organised crafts'. The answer in our view lies not in the intrinsic institution (of the guild) but in the actor and the global context in which he operated. 34 Craftsmen who realized and/or disseminated technical innovations operated at times from within and at times from outside the corporative world, and guilds could either embrace technical progress or resist it. Therefore, no straightforward link exists between guilds and innovations. Still, 'the crucial factor in the industrial Enlightenment was the part played by artisans'. 35 Vries is right in refusing to accept that they achieved their results 'without relying on scientifĳic theory'. Our formulation is awkward. What we really mean is: innovative craftsmen did not rely on scientifĳic research by a scholarly elite. They did, however, attribute immense importance to understanding the production processes in which they were involved. 
Comparisons: wage labour
Several reviewers emphasize that Worthy Effforts 'is crying out for comparisons' with other parts of the world, with Eastern Europe and the Balkans, with the Islamic world, and especially with East Asia. We wholeheartedly agree with this. Three papers include comparisons with other pre-industrial societies, with the examination focused primarily on China. This is understandable, since China is pivotal in discussion on the Great Divergence, and this debate is 'one of the most relevant debates in global economic history', as Peer Vries has rightly noted. 37 He observes that work and labour relations do not fĳigure in the overwhelming majority of recent studies and uses our book to investigate to what extent a consideration of such dimensions might promote a more adequate analysis and explanation. He thus opens prospects for further research, as does Christine Moll-Murata in an inspiring paper that relates to other important articles she has recently published about aspects of work in the Chinese Empire. 38 Both reviewers notice that we regard the increase of wage dependence as 'the most fundamental social change in late medieval and early modern Europe'. Vries stresses that wage work was indeed far less important in imperial China, and that Chinese society strongly disapproved of women and children working outside the home. Since Craig Muldrew and Jane Humphries insist that the British Industrial Revolution is impossible to conceive without considering the prevalence of cheap labour by women and children in the textile industry, 39 the contrast between China and England is very pronounced indeed. As to the extent of European proletarianization, Moll-Murata notes that the general trend is clear, but that 'the order of magnitude, if entire West Europe is taken into account, may require more quantitative exploration'. We certainly welcome her call for additional research, and we would like to add: with special consideration for variations in processes of proletarianization, since both the causes and the consequences could vary considerably. In the late sixteenth century, 60 to 70 percent of the population of Andalusia and New Castile consisted of jornaleros , day labourers, 40 i.e. an even higher percentage than in Holland, 41 while the agrarian structures in the two areas had nothing at all in common. In most of Western Europe, proletarianization long meant that more and more rural households had to obtain a (growing) share of their income from wage labour. At the end of the eighteenth century, complete wage dependence did not yet predominate in most rural areas, although the proportion of semi-proletarian and proletarian households had increased considerably. This increase was far greater than in China, where the overwhelming majority of the rural population continued to consist of small-scale, independent households that were proportionately far less involved in agrarian wage labour, proto-industrial activities, and other sources of supplementary income. It explains why the working population was much more mobile in Western Europe than in China. 42 It also explains why from the late Middle Ages onward in various parts of Western Europe a social policy was devised that aimed at regulating the mobility and labour of wage dependents and strengthening the authority of employers over their workers, both legally and in practice.
Vries considers it logical that Chapter seven of Worthy Effforts is largely about the multitude of dimensions of labour discipline but wonders 'whether all this disciplining made any diffference, economically speaking'. Our response is quite simply: no. The countless employment projects launched from the sixteenth century via private or public initiatives never yielded any benefĳit; most were considered -costly -failures by contemporaries. Still, secular and ecclesiastical authorities, lawyers, political economists, and employers in periods and areas that in their view had a 'labour problem', nearly always tried to address this through control and regulation. They were fĳirmly convinced of the need for direct or indirect coercion. They defĳined unemployment among able-bodied men and women as refusal to work and regarded labour discipline as the antidote to idleness and immorality. After 1650, English political economists argued that high wages not only afffected the national afffluence but also threatened to cultivate a sense of independence among the labouring poor and, consequently, to undermine the existing order. They therefore stressed the 'utility of poverty'. Radical advocates of an 'active society' believed that the jobless had to be kept disciplined to toil, even if this meant building 'a useless Pyramid upon Salisbury Plain ', in the words of Sir William Petty. 43 Until well into the eighteenth century, most commentators regarded the long hours of work and low wages as a panacea, and it would be very long indeed before the statement that the French physicist Charles Augustin de Coulomb formulated in his Théorie des machines simples (1779), namely that three quarters of the energy invested in hard work was actually wasted, gained acceptance. 44 In our book we have not addressed questions concerning the evolution of the standard of living in general and real wages in particular. Our objective was to examine, conceptualize, and explain the rhetoric concerning wage work, wage workers, and wages. We are therefore surprised that Dijkman reproaches us for equating proletarianization with impoverishment, which is a serious problem in her view. Without seeking to engage in a debate that is completely unrelated to the content of Worthy Effforts , we can formulate three considerations. In early modern Europe wage dependence did not necessarily signify poverty. Some journeymen remained wage workers throughout their lives, in material circumstances that were noticeably better than those of many small masters, not only because they were well paid, but also because they had their own forms of social security. To broad groups of the population, however, growing wage dependence rendered them increasingly vulnerable and rendered their subsistence insecure. To quote Jan Luiten van Zanden: 'Perhaps the labouring classes around the North Sea owned more tin spoons, books and crockery at the end of the eighteenth century than they had in the sixteenth […] but they were almost certainly poorer in terms of the means of production necessary to partially feed themselves and gain a little independence from the demands and uncertainties of the labour market'. 45 Finally, the high real wages in eighteenth-century England 46 need to be considered in context: complex forms of income-pooling, changes in family composition, and work participation by all family members should be taken into account. 'The account of the high wage economy is misleading', writes Jane Humphries, 'because it focuses on men and male wages, underestimates the relative caloric needs of women and children, and bases its view of living standards on an ahistorical and false household economy'.
47

Comparisons: polyphony?
Back to the China-Europe comparison. The texts quoted and commented on by Moll-Murata reinforce our hypothesis that the basic attitude to work was the same in both societies: everybody was expected to contribute to the greater whole. Specifĳically, worthy effforts were expected from everybody. Like the concept of ponos in ancient Greece, the term lao in China had the connotation of 'toil', 'pain', or 'industrious work'. In both areas an equal revulsion towards social parasitism was manifested. Also shared is the view that effforts needed to take place in a context of task allocation and interdependence. In the fourth century BCE, this led the philosopher Mencius, one of the leading interpreters of Confucianism, to draw a sharp distinction between those who laboured with their hands and those who laboured with their minds. He added the consideration: 'Those who labour with their minds govern others; those who labour with their strength are governed by others. This is a principle universally recognized'. He was mistaken. In Athens a philosopher like Plato could adopt a similar position, but the basis for comparison ends there, as dissenting voices resounded. A world of diffference existed between Plato's elitist view of allocation of tasks, which held that government should be left to specialists, and that of Protagoras, a moderate democrat, who argued that moral and political virtue was a universal quality that was common to both manual workers and afffluent citizens. 48 In other words, in ancient Greece polemics revolved around the question of who should or could perform which tasks. Was this also the case in China?
Of course the similarities should not be ignored. In both societies ongoing processes of urbanization and commercialization enabled certain groups to improve their socio-economic status. In both societies many cities had a highly diverse and growing population of workers involved in the most diverse commercial and industrial activities and consisting of both independent craftsmen and wage workers. Similarities are also discernible in some texts describing socio-economic developments. The early sixteenth-century collection of songs by Chen Duo mentions a great many urban occupations with no consideration for hierarchy but with an ironic-critical undertone. 49 The resemblance to Tomaso Garzoni's La Piazza Universale (1585) is remarkable. 50 Parallels are also available with respect to rural contexts. The 'Mr Shen Book on Agriculture' (1644), which is about the 'practical planning and accounting of landlords who employed hired labourers', 51 reads like a Chinese version of Olivier de Serres' Théâtre d'Agriculture (1600). 52 Still, the question remains: did the rise of social middle groups in China lead to recurring polemics, as was the case in Europe? Moll-Murata notes that from very early on the attitude in China toward all kinds of enrichment was far more favourable than in Europe. She mentions the great historian Sima Qian (145-86 BCE), who acclaimed the extremely wealthy merchants and monopolists of the Han empire and described them as 'nobles without fĳiefs', a qualifĳication that would have been inconceivable in ancient Rome. 53 Sima Qian made statements that resemble an ode to the 'invisible hand' and even recall Hayek's ideas about the free market economy. He was convinced that he was describing the 'real world', when he argued that pursuit of profĳit was part of human nature, and that state intervention was undesirable: '[H]uman acquisitiveness will provide everything that is needed'. And he was highly critical of unbridled pursuit of profĳit only because greed led to taking irresponsible risks. Nobody in pre-industrial Europe held such extremist views; Adam Smith certainly did not reduce personal motivations to pursuit of profĳit or self-interest. 54 Sima Qian appears to have been alone, however, in advocating a free market economy and eulogizing -industrious -merchants. In the History of the Former Han Dynasty , an offfĳicial historical text from the fĳirst century CE, he was severely criticized 'for praising wealth and power while shaming the poor and lowly', and many troubles in history and contemporary society were attributed to the activities of merchants. 55 According to Florence Chain, this tone continued to resound in all subsequent offfĳicial texts. Accordingly, there were no polemics. All authors regarded businessmen with suspicion and placed them at the bottom of the social hierarchy. Highly successful money-makers were often labelled as 'immoral' individuals or as 'thieves', unless they worked for a government enterprise or paid part of the profĳits to the Emperor. 56 The writings by Sima Qian are so interesting, because they reveal that diffferent opinions regarding commercial activities could be formulated. The available information suggests, however, that he remained an exception, so that his radical view carried no weight. Thus, in China, economic changes do not appear to have given rise to debates and polemics similar to those in pre-industrial Europe. Defĳinitions and evaluations of work became the subject of ideological struggle there whenever new economic opportunities arose, and the established elites were confronted with growing numbers of nouveaux riches ; the polemics were especially fĳierce when the latter managed to turn their economic power into political influence, which was not possible in China. 57 A systematic study of perceptions and evaluations of work and workers in the medieval Islamic world might be an eye opener in several respects: for the possible links between socio-economic ideas of Islamic scholars and Greek and Latin-European scholarship, 58 because the Koran was very favourably disposed toward trade, and, last but not least, because of changes in valorization criteria in parts of the Near East. Jessica Dijkman mentions that during the economic growth that occurred between ca. 750 and ca. 1100 and coincided with strong urbanization, work acquired new dimensions: the traditional attitude that manual labour was demeaning did not disappear, but a school of thought arose that valued craftsmanship. Moreover: '[C] ontrasting opinions gave rise to continuous debates', which were revived in the fourteenth century. She writes that while reaching defĳinitive conclusions would be premature, 'serious doubt' may be expressed about our hypothesis that 'polyphony regarding attitudes to work and workers was a European prerogative'. Doubt is certainly justifĳied. The question remains, however, what impact did the contrasting opinions have on the lay world? The positive attitudes toward some forms of manual labour appear to have been limited to the tenth-eleventh and the fourteenth centuries, and the debates in the fĳirst period seem to indicate primarily ideological variations within the Sufĳi movement. 59 At any rate, we eagerly await the results of additional comparative research.
Notes
